their stability properties are superior to those of second-order Sewton methods, and second-order derivatives are not required.
Function space analogs of the steepest descent and second-order Sewton techniques have been developed and applied to problems of optimal control. In particular Kelly and Bryson4.5 and others have developed steepest descent and second-order methods. However, the analogs of the conjugate direction techniques have not yet been forthcoming. Since these methods are generally acknowledged to be the most powerful presently available for finite dimensional minimization problems, it seems appropriate to consider their generalization to optimal control. This letter outlines an extension of the Fletcher-Reeves2 conjugate gradient method to function space. The computational simplicity of this algorithm led to its selection. As in the steepest descent method the gradient trajectory must be computed and stored. In addition, the conjugate gradient technique requires the computation of the norm of the gradient and the storage of one other trajectory, the actual direction of search.
Despite its simplicity, computational results illustrate its marked superiority to the method of steepest descent. These results are substantiated by theoretical developments.
It has been shown that for the general nonlinear case the function space directions generated by the conjugate gradient method are always directions of descent and hence that the functional is decreased a t each step. For the special case of a linear system and quadratic functional the directions of search are conjugate and hence the functional is minimized over an expanding sequence of subspaces. I n addition, the distance from the current estimate of the solution to the optimal point decreases monotonically to zero.' These are properties not shared by steepest descent methods and account for the rapid convergence of conjugate gradients for quadratic problems. This implies that for those general nonlinear problems which may be approximated by problems of the above type near the optimum, the convergence is rapid.
The problem considered is of the form subject to
where x(tj is an n dimensional state vector, u ( t ) is the control function, and to and tf are fixed.
.Is in the method of steepest descent the gradient trajectory VJ(uj must be computed. The conjugate gradient method uses
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
Choose ai* to minimize J (u,+aisi) This method has been tested on a variety of problems and computational experience has been quite good. 
Response of a Linear FM Matched Filter to Gated Noise
The object of this letter is to present the response of a linear FA1 matched filter to a noise pulse. The solution has application to both the jamming and signal processing aspects of radar design. The ungated noise voltage is considered to be a narrow-band function drawn from an ergodic, Gaussian random process. Before time gating an ensemble member, n(t) of the process can be represented by
where a ( t ) and +(t) are the slowly varying random envelope and phase functions, respectively. The gated waveform v ( t ) can be expressed as pulses is delayed such that those with center frequencies at the edges of the band are separated by a pulse width
(T).
Since each noise pulse has a width (T), the total noise waveform at the output is dispersed over (2T) as shown in Fig. 1 .
For the nonstationary output noise process shown in Fig. 1 we can compute the instantaneous average noise power, where the averaging is over the members of the ensemble. Then, expanding (4), A s shown by Rice [2] the a,, -at and b, -bk components are statistically independent in the limit (as T + w ) and are normally dis-OF THE IEEE JUNE tributed. Likewise the cross product terms a,,-bk. Then if we form the statistical average over the members of the ensemble we obtain the approximate result (for finite T where Ajl>l/T),
where E ( a n f ) = W,, represents the average power associated with the nth component in the input noise process.
If we plot (8) for a noise input process which has a flat spectral density over the frequency band (A!) we obtain the result shown in Fig. 2 . If the input noise spectrum is not flat the average power shown in Fig. 2 is modified accordingly. We may also note that if the gate width (Tu) does not correspond to the pulse width (T,) the results must be modified. When Tu>Tp, the diagram of Fig. 2 My letter is to relate a simple extension of Corrington's analysis that allows input weighting coefficients to be calculated so that arbitrary sampled input sequences can be digitally filtered. The technique described has been programmed on a large computer (IBM 7094) and has been used successfully for filters with six or fewer poles. Double precision computations, frequency scaling, and a reasonable choice of sampling period help to reduce the errors described by Aaron and Kaiser; however, numerical problems still can arise when a filter contains more than about six poles.
Using Corrington's notation, let R ( t ) be the filter impulse response, given in terms of a rational transfer function in the complex frequency variable p aMPpd + a.w-1Ppd-I . . + a0 C[R(t)I = p 4-biv-1p-l * * * + bo 
